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BORAL WIDEMERE RESOURCE RECOVERY FACILITY -  BEST 

PRACTICE DUST MANAGEMENT BENCHMARKING STUDY 

Introduction 

Boral Recycling Pty Ltd (Boral) operates the Widemere Resource Recovery 

Facility (the facility) at Wetherill Park, in the Fairfield local government area 

(LGA).  On 25 November 2016, Boral received approval from the NSW 

Department of Planning and Environment (DPE) to modify existing facility 

operations, including the increase of annual material processing from 

750,000tpa to 1,000,000tpa. 

The facility operates under an environment protection licence (EPL) (number 

11815), issued by the NSW Environment Protection Authority (NSW EPA).  EPL condition E1.2 requires 

that Boral commissions a best practice management review (BPMR) for particle emissions (i.e. dust).   

The specific requirements for the BPMR in EPL condition E1.2 are: 

E1.2 By no later than 26 May 2017, the Licensee must undertake a site audit, completed by a suitably 

qualified third party, to identify all fugitive particulate matter emission sources, and benchmark the 

mitigation measures against best practice. The objective of the audit is to: 

a) identify fugitive particulate matter emission sources, and rank sources in order of emission potential; 

b) identify and implement proactive and reactive management strategies for each identified particulate matter 

emission source, for inclusion in the Air Quality Management Plan; 

c) identify the mitigation measures currently applied to each identified emission source; 

d) benchmark the current mitigation measures against best practice performance indicators; 

e) where current mitigation measures are not consistent with best practice, the identification of remedial or 

upgrade works to mitigate the emission source in line with best practice; 

f) evaluate the practicability of implementing best practice measures; and 

g) propose a timeframe for implementing all practicable best practice mitigation measures. 

The methodologies and outcomes of the audit must be contained in a detailed report submitted to the 

EPA by no later than 30 June 2017. The Best Practice Management Review for Particle Emissions will be 

formalised as a condition of the Licence. 

This report addresses the requirements of the condition E1.2. 
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About the author 

Scott Fishwick has over 12 years of environmental consultancy experience with particular expertise in 

air quality management, atmospheric dispersion modelling, air quality monitoring and greenhouse gas 

quantification.  

Scott has extensive experience in the assessment of air quality impacts from major sources of 

atmospheric emissions. Key industries of experience include coal and minerals mining, sand and hard 

rock quarrying, material recycling facilities, transport infrastructure, power generation, petrochemical 

and steel works.  

Scott has conducted best practice management reviews for a wide number of industrial operations, 

including open cut and underground mining operations, hard rock quarries and material recycling 

facilities. 

Overview of operations and observations during the site visit 

The facility operates as a waste recovery facility accepting building and demolition waste.  Construction 

and demolition waste material is delivered to site by trucks.  Incoming trucks enter site via a 

weighbridge where the load is observed by Boral personnel from an elevated platform.  Accepted loads 

are provided with a load classification docket, while unfavourable loads (i.e. contains asbestos, high clay 

or liquid content, steel etc) are rejected. 

From the weighbridge, trucks travel to the recievals area, where trucks unload to the relevant material 

type stockpiling area.  Larger concrete pieces are broken down by excavator.  Material is transferred to 

the crushing and screening circuit hopper via front-end loader (FEL). 

Material passes through a circuit comprising of primary and secondary crushers and a screening plant.  

Waste material (e.g. steel, timber and plastics) is separated from the circuit and stockpiled for disposal 

offsite at an appropriate licenced facility.  Processed material is loaded to different final product 

stockpiles by conveyors.  Final product is loaded to trucks by FEL for dispatch to market.  Some product 

material is transferred by FEL to an onsite blending plant, which combines product aggregate and 

cement to produce stabilised road based for sale to market. 

The majority of water used for dust suppression by water sprays network and water cart is recycled 

water sourced from two water storage dams located at the eastern boundary of the facility. 

A site visit was conducted by Scott Fishwick of Ramboll Environ Australia Pty Ltd on 15 June 2017 to 

review operations and verify existing controls.  Weather conditions during the site visit were dry and 

sunny with low winds. Notable rainfall occurred in the previous week (approximately 45mm at the 

nearby Bureau of Meteorology Prospect Reservoir monitoring site).  An overview of the key dust 

generating sources, controls and observations during the site visit are presented in Table 1.  A photo 

log of observations is provide in Appendix 1.  
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Table 1:  Overview of dust sources, controls and observations during the site visit 

Source/activity Existing controls Observation 

Wheel generated 

dust from trucks 

entering/exiting 

and other vehicle 

movements 

onsite 

 The site perimeter haul road is 

predominately sealed after the 

weighbridge. 

 Street sweeper used daily to clean 

paved surfaces within the site, 

generally during lower traffic periods 

in the early morning and evening. 

 A dedicated water cart is used to 

spray all paved road and unpaved 

surfaces as frequently as required. 

 A network of water sprays and 

cannons are used about site to 

dampen roads and trafficked areas 

within the material storage and 

processing areas. 

 All trucks exit site via one of two 

wheel wash plants. 

There was a number of truck movements 

during the site visit and no wheel 

generated dust was observed.   

Water cart was observed in action (see 

Figure 19) and roads and trafficked 

areas were notably wet. 

Water spray network provided coverage 

of much of the road network.  

 

Trucks unloading 

waste to 

recievals area 

 Water sprays/cannons are installed 

about the recievals area. 

 Truck unloading is surrounded by the 

raw material stockpiles, providing a 

degree of wind shielding. 

 

Truck unloading was observed with dust 

generation highly dependent on the 

material unloaded.  Large concrete and 

brick loads had no noticeable dust 

generation, while loads containing finer 

material generated some visible dust 

(Figure 10 and Figure 11). 

Water cannons/sprays were in action 

during unloading and provided sufficient 

spatial coverage to access the majority 

of the area.  The site water cart is also 

used to cover areas not covered by the 

sprays (see Figure 19). 

Excavator / FEL 

processing and  

managing waste 

 Water sprays/cannons are installed 

about the recievals area. 

 FEL and excavator activities are 

surrounded by the raw material 

stockpiles, providing a degree of 

wind shielding. 

Some visible dust generation was 

observed during material handling by 

excavator and FEL in the recievals area. 

Water cannons/sprays were in action 

during unloading and provided sufficient 

spatial coverage to access the majority 

of the area.  The site water cart is also 

used to cover areas not covered by the 

sprays (see Figure 19).   

Crushing and 

Screening circuit 

 Water sprays are fitted to the 

primary crusher hopper and 

screening plant. 

 The secondary crusher is enclosed. 

The majority of the crushing and 

screening circuit was active during the 

site inspection. 
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Table 1:  Overview of dust sources, controls and observations during the site visit 

Source/activity Existing controls Observation 

 Several conveyor picking stations/ 

transfer points are fitted with water 

sprays. 

 All stockpile stackers are fitted with 

water sprays. 

Water sprays were in action across the 

crushing and screening circuit.  Stockpile 

stackers in particular were notably 

providing moisture to the material being 

transferred and the stockpile surface 

below (see Figure 13).  

Notable dust was observed from the 

base of the enclosure of the secondary 

crusher.  Boral personnel identified that 

this was considered a primary source of 

visible dust generation and 

improvements in dust mitigation 

measures were being considered 

(Figure 14). 

FEL managing 

product 

stockpiles and 

loading trucks 

 Water sprays are installed around 

the material stockpiling area. 

 Water cart is used across stockpiling 

area and unpaved trafficked areas to 

maintain moisture levels and supress 

dust. 

Material handling by FEL was observed 

for loading to blending plant and 

dispatch trucks (Figure 17).  No 

noticeable dust emissions were visible. 

Blending plant 

 Water sprays are fitted to the area 

surrounding the blend plant to 

maintain moisture content of feed 

material. 

 Cement silos loaded under vacuum 

and are configured with dust filter 

and alarm system to minimise 

fugitive dust release. 

 Truck loadout from blending plant is 

a lowered “clam” style batch loader, 

lowered to minimise fall height 

 

Blend plant hopper loading and product 

loading to trucks was observed during 

site visit (Figure 20 and Figure 21) 

with noticeable visible dust emissions. 

Trucks exiting 

site 

 Paved exit roads are sprayed by the 

water cart out to the intersection 

with Widemere Road.  

 Paved roads are swept twice daily 

(generally in the early morning and 

evening). 

 Wheel wash installed at each exit.  

Northern exit features an automated 

wheel wash system, while the 

Southern exit features a wheel wash 

that is action continuously between 

Trucks exiting site were observed 

passing through the northern wheel 

wash (Figure 6).  The surface of paved 

roads exiting site were wet out to public 

roads. 
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Table 1:  Overview of dust sources, controls and observations during the site visit 

Source/activity Existing controls Observation 

6am and 6pm. 

Wind erosion 

 The facility is surrounded by a dense, 

well established tree barrier, believed 

to be casuarinas. 

 The water sprays and water cart are 

used to maintain moisture levels of 

unpaved areas and stockpiles. 

 Stockpile stackers are fitted with 

water sprays. 

 Paved surfaces are swept twice daily.  

Water cannons, stockpile stacker sprays 

and water cart were in action across the 

facility during the site visit.  Coverage of 

all potentially erodible areas can be 

achieved by the combination of fixed 

sprays and mobile water cart. 

Tree barrier surrounding the facility 

boundary is well established and would 

provide an element of wind shielding and 

dust capture related to wind erosion 

emissions. 

 

Existing dust management system 

The dominant method for dust management at the facility is wet suppression techniques, evident from 

the site visit observations listed Table 1.   

The layout of the existing water spray network at the facility is illustrated in Figure 1.  At present, the 

water spray network comprises of 18 fixed point sprinklers and 13 water sprays fitted to conveyor 

loadout points.  Indicative spray radius are marked in Figure 1.  It is noted that areas not reached by 

the water spray network are controlled through a water cart, both through a rear spray and roof 

mounted cannon. 

Material stockpiles comprise of a range of materials including raw demolition waste (brick, concrete and 

concrete plant washout), various sized aggregates (scalps, 10mm and 20mm) and blended road base 

products (dense graded base, unbound base and pipe bedding).  The combination of water sprinklers 

and conveyor sprays with the mobile water cart cannon maintains the surface moisture content at each 

stockpile. 

The ability to implement complete enclosure of particulate matter emission sources, such as the 

crushing and screening circuit, is limited at the facility due to the nature and scale of operations.  The 

facility processes construction and demolition waste material which must be routinely screened for 

material contaminants such as concrete reinforcing mesh.  Should such material not be removed from 

the crushing and screening circuit, damage to plant will occur.  Consequently, Boral have advised that 

access to the crushing and screening circuit for removal of reinforcing mesh and other metal items is 

critical.  Consequently, the use of enclosure as a dust suppression technique is not a feasible option for 

the majority of emission sources at the facility.  Figure 2 illustrates one such point of concrete 

reinforcing mesh removal at the facility. 
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Figure 1:  Widemere Recycling Facility Stockpile Map and Dust Management Map 
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Figure 2:  Concrete reinforcing mesh removal from crushing and screening circuit 

 

Best practice determination 

In undertaking a BPMR for dust control, consideration should be given either to reasonably available 

techniques (RAT) or best available techniques (BAT).   

RAT refers to control technology that is both reasonably available and technologically and economically 

feasible.  Reasonable relates to the application of judgement in arriving at a decision, taking into 

account: mitigation benefits, cost of mitigation versus benefits provided, community views and the 

nature and extent of potential improvements.  Feasible relates to engineering considerations and what 

is practical to build (ENVIRON, 2011).   

BAT is defined in the European Union (EU) Directive on industrial emissions (integrated pollution 

prevention and control), as follows: 
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 Best available techniques shall mean the most effective and advanced stage in the development 

of activities and their methods of operation which indicate the practical suitability of particular 

techniques for providing in principle the basis for emission limit values designed to prevent and, 

where that is not practicable, generally to reduce emissions and the impact on the environment as a 

whole. Best shall mean most effective in achieving a high general level of protection of the 

environment as a whole. Available techniques shall mean those developed on a scale which allows 

implementation in the relevant industrial sector, under economically and technically viable 

conditions, taking into consideration the costs and advantages, whether or not the techniques are 

used or produced inside the Member State in question, as long as they are reasonably accessible to 

the operator. Techniques shall include both the technology used and the way in which the 

installation is designed, built, maintained, operated and decommissioned. 

In summary, a BPMR should consider practicability, including technical, logistical and financial 

considerations and be proportional to the environmental risk (EPA Victoria, 2013). 

An overview of the BPMR for the site is provided in Table 2. To determine industry best practice, 

reference is made to the best practice document ‘NSW Coal Mining Benchmarking Study: International 

Best Practice Measures to Prevent and/or Minimise Emissions of Particulate Matter from Coal Mining’ 

(Katestone, 2011).  Although specific to the coal mining industry, this is the most comprehensive 

overview of best practices for the types of dust sources and activities at a materials recycling facility.   

In addition to the Katestone (2011) study, best practice dust measures relating to resource recovery 

operations are detailed by Sustainability Victoria in the Guide to Best Practice at Resource Recovery 

Centres (Sustainability Victoria, 2009).  Within this document, Sustainability Victoria provides a 

summary of best practice dust control measures for resource recovery facilities including: 

 water sprinklers at crushing/screening plant; 

 paving of all operating, storage, unloading and loading areas; 

 sealing of roads if dust is considered likely to be an issue; 

 minimising areas of exposed earth through suitable landscaping; 

 utilising dust suppressants (e.g. light water spray); 

 installing wind breaks to prevent particulates becoming airborne; and 

 regular cleaning/sweeping of paved surfaces. 

While not listed in the above best practice dust measures for industries relevant to the facility, NSW EPA 

have identified that the use of enclosure and capture of emissions should also be considered best 

practice.  As discussed previously, enclosure and capture of emission sources at the facility, such as the 

crushing and screening circuit, has limited feasibility due the need to easily remove metals and other 

contaminating waste from the raw material feed.  It is noted that the secondary crusher unit is 

enclosed. 

Emission reduction effectiveness 

In order to quantify the effectiveness of dust control measures at site, the dust emissions inventory 

prepared for an air quality assessment prepared for the site in 2015 has been reviewed.  The air quality 

assessment was prepared to support an environmental impact statement for the proposed increase in 

processing at the facility. To account for the dust control measures detailed in the Table 1 and Table 2, 

the following emission reduction factors were applied to account for controls that are currently in place 

at the facility: 
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 Unpaved haul roads – 75% reduction for water application (NPI, 2012) and 44%1 reduction for 

travel speed less 40 km/hr (Countess Environmental, 2006).  A combined emission reduction factor 

of 86% was derived, as per the approach for multiple controls presented in NPI 2012; 

 Paved haul roads – 30% reduction for water application (US-EPA, 2011); 

 Water spraying at stockpiles - 50% reduction for water sprays (NPI, 2012); 

 Crushing and screening plant – controlled emission factors applied to account for the use for water 

sprays and/or enclosure; and 

 The US EPA (2004) states that material processing plants that implement wet suppression 

techniques to maintain relatively high material moisture contents can effectively control particulate 

matter emissions throughout the process.  Therefore, the use of water at the crushing/screening 

plant will also assist in the control of emissions from the conveying to stockpiles and rehandle of 

material for product dispatch.  To account for this, a 50% reduction in emissions has been applied. 

Uncontrolled and controlled annual PM10 emissions from the 2015 air quality assessment emissions 

inventory have been collated and listed in Table 3.  As presented, the application of the above controls 

reduce total site emissions by 79%. 

 

 

                                                
1 The WRAP Fugitive Dust Handbook (Countess Environmental, 2006) specifies in Chapter 6 that an emission reduction of 44% can be achieved by limiting 

vehicle travel speed on unpaved roads to approximately 40 km/hr relative to 70 km/hour.  The emission estimation factor does not account for site 

specific vehicle travel speed and was based on travel speeds ranging up to 70 km/hr (USEPA, 2006).  A traffic speed limit of 30km/hr is marked at the 

facility.  Consequently, this reduction factor is considered appropriate for application 
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Table 2:  BMPR for Boral Widemere Resource Recovery Facility 

Activity Best Practice Applied? Comment 

Wheel 
generated dust 
(paved and 
unpaved 
surfaces) 

Speed reduction Yes A speed restriction of 30km/hr applies to all roads about the facility.  

Surface 
improvements 

Yes 
The primary access road to the material delivery and product stockpiling areas is paved.  Boral propose 
to pave the southern section of the perimeter haul road as part of the recently approved development 
consent. 

Surface treatments Yes 
An automated water cannon system is used to dampen trafficked areas within the waste storage and 
processing area. 

Use of larger trucks No Not applicable – waste delivery and product trucks are not solely owned / operated by Boral. 

Conveyors instead 
of trucks 

No 
The processing plant is fitted with a network of conveyors however the replacement of trucks with 
conveyors is not practical for the type of operations at the site. 

Wind erosion on 
exposed areas 
and stockpiles 

Minimise exposed 
areas through 
landscaping 

Yes 
Unnecessary exposed areas are kept to a minimum (e.g. surrounding earth walls are vegetated) 
however due to the nature of the site (extensive active stockpiling areas), exposed surfaces are 
unavoidable.  

Surface stabilisation No 
Stockpiles are active and surface stabilisation is not practical.  Water sprays are used to assist with 
surface crusting. 

Wind speed 
reduction 

Yes 
The facility is surrounded by a well-established tree barrier.  The majority of activities, in particular at 
the recievals area are sheltered by the primary material stockpiles. 

Water sprays Yes 
A network of fixed water sprays/cannons and mobile water cart are used to maintain material moisture 
levels of stockpiles and unpaved trafficked areas. 

Waste and 
product 
handling and 
processing 
(including 
crushing and 
screening) 

Avoidance No 
There is limited scope for avoiding double handling onsite, as the majority of incoming material has to 
be pre-sorted prior to processing. 

Minimising drop 
heights  

Partial  
Not practical for the majority of operations at the site, however the blending plant is configured with a 
lower clam-style truck loader. 

Water application Yes 
A network of fixed water sprays/cannons and mobile water cart are used to maintain material moisture 
levels of materials handled.  The primary crusher and stockpile conveyor loadouts are fitted with water 
sprays. 

Modify activities in 
windy conditions 

Yes 
Visible dust conditions are continuously observed by site personnel, with intensity of dust mitigation 
measures deployed increased accordingly.  In the event of extreme conditions (high winds, significant 
visible dust), Boral will cease operations.  

Minimise FEL travel 
movements 

Yes  FEL travel distances are minimised wherever practicable. 

Keep FEL travel 
routes moist 

Yes 
A network of fixed water sprays/cannons and mobile water cart are used to maintain material moisture 
levels of unpaved trafficked areas. 

Wind shielding Yes 
The facility is surrounded by a well-established tree barrier.  The majority of activities, in particular at 
the recievals area are sheltered by the primary material stockpiles. 

Enclosure and 
capture 

Partial 
Limited feasibility for implementation at the facility due to need for removal of metals (e.g. reinforcing 
mesh) from the raw material feed.  The secondary crusher unit features enclosure. 
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Table 3:  Uncontrolled and controlled PM10 emissions from facility operations 

Source 
Annual PM10 emissions (kg/year) 

Uncontrolled With controls 

Material Delivery - Paved 2,343 1,640 

Material Delivery - Unpaved 8,188 1,146 

Truck Unloading 503 503 

Raw Material Handling 503 503 

Oversize concrete breaking 240 240 

Unpaved haulage between Raw and Product 7,643 1,070 

FEL to Hopper 3,475 486 

Hopper loading 503 75 

Crushing 2,400 540 

Screening 12,900 1,110 

Conveyor Transfer Points 1,510 755 

Stockpile Loading 503 252 

Crushed material to product stockpiling area/blend plant 3,475 486 

Crushed material Handling 503 252 

Blend Plant 4,300 645 

Post-blend plant stockpile loading 503 252 

Product Truck Loading 503 252 

Product Transportation - Unpaved 10,917 1,528 

Product Transportation - Paved 1,171 820 

Wind Erosion - Exposed surfaces and stockpiles 2,338 1,169 

Total 64,421 13,725 

Emission Reduction 79% 

 

Emission sources for improved dust mitigation 

At the time of the site inspection, the following emission sources were marked for dust mitigation 

improvements by Boral: 

 Secondary crusher; and 

 Unsealed southern section of the facility perimeter haul road. 

During the site inspection, Boral identified a key dust emission source as the secondary crusher within 

the processing circuit.  While this source is enclosed, notable dust emissions were visible escaping from 

the base of the enclosure.  It is understood that a dust extraction system was installed at the crusher 

specifically to address emissions generated.  However, the dust extraction system was deemed to be 

ineffective as it was continually clogged due to the variable nature of material passing through the 

crusher.  Consequently, the dust extraction system was removed after several months.   

To minimise particulate matter emissions from the secondary crusher exit, Boral proposed to install a 

water spray system similar to those installed at the conveyor load out points.  The implementation of 

water sprays at the secondary crusher is considered to be consistent with the classification of best 

practice dust control as per Sustainability Victoria (2009).  The water spray system at the secondary 

crusher was installed in late September 2017 and is now operational.  Figure 3 illustrates the 

secondary crusher exit and fitted water spray system. 
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Figure 3:  Secondary crusher enclosure exit and newly installed water spray system (circled in red) 

 

Boral also advised that paving of the unsealed southern section of the facility ring road (approximately 

300m in length) is proposed.  However, the paving works cannot be completed until site surface water 

management issues are addressed.  The timing of road sealing can therefore not be finalised at this 

time.  Sealing this section of road will assist in reducing unpaved road emissions from site and would be 

consistent with best practice measures. 
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Conclusions 

The BPMR presented in Table 2 indicates that the majority of applicable industry best practice 

measures have been implemented onsite.  The main dust controls implemented on site are a network of 

water sprays and water cart to maintain moisture levels to stockpiles and trafficked unpaved surfaces, 

water sprays to processing plant components, paving of the access roadways, cleaning of paved 

surfaces and a site boundary vegetative wind barrier.   

Sources for dust mitigation improvement were noted to be the secondary crusher and unpaved section 

of the facility perimeter haul road.  Boral indicated that improvement of dust mitigation measures has 

been completed for the secondary crusher and will be completed as soon as practicable for the 

perimeter haul road. 

The review of current site dust control measures completed in this report demonstrates that site 

practices comply with accepted best practice management measures.  Using emission calculations from 

the 2015 air quality assessment completed for the facility, current site dust control measures reduce 

annual fugitive dust emissions from site by approximately 79%. 

 

Signed: 

 

Contact: 

Scott Fishwick 
Manager - Air Quality 

 

D +61 2 9954 8126 

sfishwick@ramboll.com 
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APPENDIX 1 

Photo log 
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Figure 4:  Queuing trucks to weighbridge – watered paved roads evident 
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Figure 5:  Incoming delivery truck from elevated weighbridge viewing platform, raw material stockpiles beyond – water sprays marked by circles 
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Figure 6:  Automated wheel wash at northern exit – outgoing truck and water spray visible 
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Figure 7:  Active water spray at recievals area material stockpile.  Raw feed (oversized concerete) stockpile visible.  
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Figure 8:  Truck unloading to recievals area – water sprays active marked by circle 
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Figure 9:  Recievals area, with excavator on stockpile and FEL loading to crusher hopper.  Water spray visible 
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Figure 10:  Example load – predominately bricks and smaller pieces of concrete, able to be transferred to crusher with no excavator breaking 
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Figure 11:  Example load – contains finer, dustier material and larger concrete pieces that will require breaking by excavator prior to crushing 
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Figure 12:  Primary crusher feed – water sprays marked by circles 
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Figure 13:  Processing circuit stockpile loading and stockpiling area – water cannon and stockpile stacker sprays marked by circles.  Influence of water 

sprays evident on stockpiles and unpaved trafficked areas. 
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Figure 14:  Secondary crusher with enclosure illustrated at left.  Photo at right shows visible dust escaping from base of crusher enclosure (circled in red).  

Identified by Boral as issue for further dust mitigation investigation at site 
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Figure 15:  Processing circuit screen.  Water sprays visible and circled in red. 
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Figure 16:  Example of stockpile loading stacker with water sprays (circled in red). 
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Figure 17:  FEL handling stockpiled product 
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Figure 18:  Material stockpiles with water sprays and perimeter tree barrier displayed.  Water sprays service both stockpiles and haul road. 
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Figure 19:  Water cart in operation.  Water cart contains rear spray for road dust suppression and a roof mounted cannon for stockpile/unpaved trafficked 

areas as required. 
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Figure 20:  Blending plant, with FEL loading material to hopper and enclosed cement silos visible.  Silos are filled under vacuum via visible ducting.  Water 

sprays are also visible, circled in red 
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Figure 21:  Blending plant truck loading for dispatch.  Clam-style truck loader with reduced drop height circled in red. 
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Figure 22:  Unpaved section of the site perimeter haul road at the south of site.  Road to be paved in near future.  Site boundary tree barrier visible. 
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Figure 23:  Southern site exit wheel wash. 

 

 


